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Varying kitchen architecture creates homely spaces: LEICHT kitchens do not just satisfy the most 
demanding of ideas in terms of function. Thanks to a large number of individually plannable, homely 
elements, they are the centre of social activity and promote communication during cooking, eating 
and living. 

The company HQ in Waldstetten near Stuttgart: with the „LEICHT | WELT“ opened in 2014, this company HQ is a magnet for internati-
onal dealers and architects. Photo: LEICHT/T. Vukosav

Success thanks to a clear, architectural vision

All over the world, the LEICHT architectural kitchen stands for homely, representative and extensively 

customised kitchens in all price segments. With a balanced price/performance ratio for individual kitchen 

concepts, the company from Waldstetten near Stuttgart occupies a sophisticated market segment. A ho-

listic task which LEICHT faces with architectural vision, because LEICHT always designs the kitchen as a 

space that merges with the adjacent living area and, accordingly, offers comprehensive solutions for any 

interior design requirement when shaping it. In this process, the brand follows the principle of timeless 

modernity with a reticent design language and elegant materials. Furthermore, there are a large number 

of design possibilities with expressive, high-quality colours – including the exclusive range Les Couleurs® 

Le Corbusier consisting of 15 colours developed by the French/Swiss architect. 

LEICHT: kitchens that create and shape spaces
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Originally founded as a carpenter’s workshop in 1928, LEICHT is still benefiting today from its history, 

incorporating it in the present. Because the company still offers all the services of a carpenter’s work-

shop in terms of individualising a product – today, however, in the context of a highly modern industrial 

company. Alongside kitchen furniture in lots of designs and bespoke dimensions, LEICHT also produces 

furniture and shapes the design of the adjacent areas. This is how all kinds of different kitchen composi-

tions come into being: spaces in which the kitchen is the focus and makes for a homely overall scenario. 

Thanks to the variety of material and production, LEICHT succeeds in creating a continuous colour and/

or material style in the kitchen and living space, valid equally for kitchen units, tables, storage space so-

lutions and wall coverings. This diversity opens up a wide field for designers, planners and architects for 

their own creative and individual ideas, and their implementation. 

In 2015, LEICHT launched the online portal www.global-kitchen-design.com, unique in the kitchen indus-

try, as an inspiration for these ideas. On this website, planners and architects can upload projects they 

have realised with LEICHT kitchens. These can then be saved by other users in an ideas book. In this pro-

cess, LEICHT also assumes the role of a network partner, bringing kitchen planners and end customers 

together. 

Growth with a variety of planning

Due to the multi-faceted planning and design possibilities and the resolute implementation of a modern, 

timeless style, the company was once again able to further consolidate and extend its position in the 

market last year. A new record was attained with sales of around 180 million euros and an overall growth 

of 14% in 2022. The kitchen manufacturer has been able to considerably extend its position both in do-

mestic and international business. This increasingly consolidates LEICHT’s position as market leader in 

the premium segment. To ensure the company can manage its growth, the workforce is constantly being 

extended; currently LEICHT has a workforce of around 780 employees. 

State-of-the-art production in the immediate vicinity of the company HQ

Individual kitchens that meet the most diverse customer demands require sophisticated production ac-

cording to the principle of batch size 1 production. The new Plant 2 for assembling and shipping kitchen 

furniture, commissioned in October 2020 in the Gügling industrial park, is currently one of the most mo-

dern kitchen furniture plants for bespoke unit production. A data model designed for maximum product 

variance supplies each individual production line with the then relevant processing information – starting 

with order entry. A high degree of automation of the individual systems as well as the use of robots en-

sures a continuous material flow and thus very efficient production. “It is important to us that we were 

able to build the new plant directly in the immediate region of our headquarters. This means that the 

main plant in Waldstetten and Plant 5 in Kirchheim, which primarily produces furniture fronts, can quickly 

supply the assembly plant in the Gügling industrial park,” says Stefan Waldenmaier.
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Growth of a strong brand 

The company founded as a carpenter’s workshop in 1928 by the brothers Alois and Josef Leicht was sold 

to the Welle family in Paderborn in 1975. The Welle family still hold the shares to LEICHT. With the con-

cept “product, service, brand”, the company launched its new strategic orientation with CEO and Chair-

man of the Board Stefan Waldenmaier at the start of the new millennium: this entails the development 

of a long-term and qualitatively high-grade product that can be planned in a variety of ways and which 

is brought to the end customer through specialist dealers. Furthermore, the brand was to be given more 

appeal with international fairs, online and ad campaigns, showcasing in the company’s own showroom 

as well as image publications. 

A milestone in this conceptual development is the “LEICHT I WORLD” opened in October 2014 which 

plays an important role for the company at its site in Waldstetten. The showroom, with its timelessly 

modern planning, features training areas and conference rooms, and represents the LEICHT brand both 

in its appearance from the outside and its interior design. The different kitchen and living space concepts 

of LEICHT are showcased here in perfection – in a representative environment which offers far more 

than your familiar kitchen showroom would. The kitchen space is shown here in great detail, with creative 

plans, elegant materials and sophisticated kitchen scenarios, the presentation of which is complemen-

ted by homely elements such as modern luminaires, seating, carpets and even kitchen accessories and 

appliances. The “LEICHT | WORLD” has thus become an inviting meeting point for architects and dealers, 

a source of inspiration and a pool for ideas on contemporary kitchen planning. 

LEICHT Küchen AG also reached a further milestone in September 2019: the opening of the “Architektur-

werkstatt” saw the start of a unique showroom centre for the premium kitchen market in Löhne, Germany. 

Focussing on a high-quality offering for discerning customers as well as a stylistically compelling, time-

lessly elegant design language, LEICHT Küchen together with LIEBHERR, V-ZUG, Inalco, and GESSI – all 

well-known suppliers in the premium kitchen sector – have a permanent ground-floor showroom centre 

on over 2,000 m². In 2022, a further hall was added to the “Architekturwerkstatt” and is now used as a 

showroom by Dekker Zevenhuizen, STEEL and RODI, all companies in the premium kitchen market. With a 

hall size of almost 1,300 m², an additional area was added to the already existing showroom centre. The 

new hall is immediately adjacent to the “Architekturwerkstatt” opened in 2019, which now offers a total 

exhibition space of around 4,000 m². 
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Your contact in the UK:
James Hopper
0771 8226 723
james.hopper@leicht.de

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.

LEICHT Press Area: leicht.com/press

Key data

1928   Founded by brothers Alois and Josef Leicht as a carpenter’s workshop

1940-1950  LEICHT developed the first modular kitchen which still has a valid measurement and grid 

  system today

1975   LEICHT was taken over by Welle Holding and continued to be run as an independent 

  company

1993   The company became LEICHT Küchen AG 

  Today LEICHT Küchen AG is a non-listed subsidiary of Welle Holding, shares are still held 

  by the family

2014   Opening of the “LEICHT I WORLD” at the company HQ in Waldstetten

2015/2017  LEICHT was deemed the “most innovative brand of the year” at the Plus X Awards

2018  Laying of the cornerstone for the new assembly plant “Plant 2” in the Gügling industrial 

  park in Schwäbisch Gmünd

2019   Opening of the “Architekturwerkstatt”, a new showroom centre for the premium kitchen

   market in Löhne

2020   The LEICHT Küchen AG “Plant 2” officially started operating in the Gügling industrial

  park on 27 October 2020 

2022   LEICHT has 780 employees worldwide and posted sales of EUR 180 million

  Presentation of the German Design Award

  Extension of the “Architekturwerkstatt” with a further hall at the site in Löhne
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Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.

Vorschau Pressebilder

The dynamic development at LEICHT is down to around 780 em-
ployees and a strong executive team: Ulrich Barth, Sales Manager 
Germany and Austria; Stefan Waldenmaier, CEO and Chairman of 
the Board of LEICHT Küchen AG; Harald Blessing, Sales Manager 
Export; (fltr). Photo: LEICHT/I. Hertfelder

All wishes and plans are individually designed to size at LEICHT. 
The architectural variety and quality “made in Germany” are held 
in high esteem all over the world. Photo: LEICHT/P. Schumacher

The “LEICHT | WELT” is an international meeting point for ar-
chitects and kitchen planners. The exhibition centre, more than 
1,500 square metres in size, houses showrooms, training areas 
and conference rooms as well as plenty of space for exchanging 
information and inspiration. Photo: LEICHT/T. Vukosav

“Plant 2” in the industrial park Gügling was officially commissioned 
in October 2020. With this new plant, LEICHT Küchen AG created 
the prerequisites for further growth because the capacity limits at 
the long-standing location in Waldstetten were exhausted. Photo: 
LEICHT

Your contact in the UK:
James Hopper
0771 8226 723
james.hopper@leicht.de

LEICHT Press Area: leicht.com/press
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